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Cooler with a high
near 56.

Hungry for knowledge
Haiti Connection sponsors
panel discussion.
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Man in the middle
Eastern middle linebacker
on record tackling pace.
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GOP dominates election day
Edgar
holds off
Netsch

Schools get
referendum
win – barely

CHICAGO (AP) – Republican Gov Jim Edgar was reelected Tuesday by voters
who said they were looking
for honesty in the Executive
Mansion but overwhelmingly
re ected Democrat Dawn
Clark Netsch s “straight
shooter plan to fund schools
with higher taxes
“The vast ma ority of
Illinoisans want us to continue in the direction we have
moved this state in the past
four year Edgar said in his
brief acceptance speech “We
will continue to move Illinois
forward to move Illinois into
the 21st century
As she conceded defeat
Netsch urged supporters and
opponents alike to push for
better schools
“If I have helped to frame
an agenda for the future
that is reward enough
Netsch said “We may have
lost the battle but that war
is still being fought It is
worth it Believe me it s
worth it
With 92 percent of precincts reporting Edgar had
1 8 million votes or 64 percent Netsch had 961 293
votes or 34 percent
Coles County was clearly
in favor of Edgar a native of
Charleston and Eastern
graduate With virtually all
precincts reporting Edgar
had 11 494 votes or 75 percent and Nestch had 3 442 or
22 percent
Edgar s victory spearheaded a wave of victories by the
GOP which captured five
statewide offices and was
threatening to win the treasurer s office and the Illinois
House
Voter News Service conducted an exit poll of voters
for The Associated Press and
• See EDGAR Page 2

In a down-to-the-wire decision Charleston voters Tuesday narrowly approved a referendum to allow the school
board to issue bonds designed
to raise $3 4 million for books
and other supplies
Voters accepted the measure
by 31 votes It will increase the
district s property tax rate by
56 cents for five years until the
bonds are repaid
The Coles County Clerk s
office reported 3 655 votes cast
in support of the referendum
and 3 624 against it
Charleston Superintendent
Terry Weir used the words
“elated” and “thrilled” to
describe his reaction to the victory He said he expected a
close decision “I really
believed it was going to be 5050 ” Weir said
“A lot of people worked really hard and that work paid off ”
he added “We ve got a chance
now to do some planning keep
the program and be prepared
for the next few years ”
Without the bonds the district would have had to make
up to $500 000 in cuts from an
education fund that has
already lost $1 15 million over
the last several years
Weir said he was pleased
the board won t have to make
any further cuts
“It feels wonderful ” Weir
said “What we ll do right now
is get with our staff and do
some planning prioritize the
types of things that we need
and determine each year how
far we can go as far as expenditures ”
Originally drafted as a backdoor referendum the bond
issue was not going to appear
on the ballot However a citizen petition drive led by Coles
County Board member Eugene
Sims requested that the public
♣ See SCHOOL Page 2

By ROBERT SANCHEZ
Sta wr ter

DEE ANN VILLECCO/Photo ed tor

The waiting game
Ke th B ss, Char eston res dent and Repub can supporter, watches ntent y as Tuesday s
e ect on resu ts appear on te ev s on at the Repub can Headquarters at 10th Street and
L nco n Avenue. For more e ect on coverage see pages 3 and 5.

Weaver gets by Carpenter
By TRAVIS SPENCER
C ty ed tor

Republican Illinois State
Rep Mike Weaver will serve a
sixth term in office after
defeating his Democratic challenger Tuesday by nearly 40
percentage points
With 91 percent of the 106th
District precincts reporting
Weaver scored victories
throughout the counties receiving 19 451 votes compared

to Democratic challenger
David Carpenter s 8 294 votes
Seventy percent of area voters cast their ballots in favor of
Weaver
Carpenter an Eastern professor from Charleston said he
wasn t disappointed after losing to Weaver the five-term
representative from the 106th
District
The Republican ma ority of
voters in the 106th district was
the reason for his loss Carp-

enter said
“The Republicans know how
to get out and vote around
here ” Carpenter said “The
number of Republican voters
are higher compared to the
Democrats ”
Carpenter said overall the
race was beneficial to him
“I feel it s been a rewarding
time ” Carpenter said “I ll still
stay active (in politics) I m
now going to spend time with
♥ See WEAVER Page 2

Giordano in violation of government constitution
By HEIDI KEIBLER
Student government ed tor

Board of Governors student representative Matt Giordano is enrolled in
less than 12 semester hours of classes
according to Eastern s Records Office
An executive officer of Student
Government must be a full-time student and be in good academic and disciplinary standing with the university

according to Article III of the Student
Government constitution
Giordano said although he is currently taking only nine semester hours
of classes he is considered a full-time
student because his tuition waiver pays
full-time tuition and he dropped a
class after the withdrawal phase of the
academic calendar
“I m still full time ” Giordano said “I
don t get my money back ”

Mike Taylor director of Eastern s
Registration Office said if a student
drops a course after the withdrawal
phase he or she is still considered full
time
“W s are actually a grading status ”
he said “If a student was full time
before he dropped a course he s still
full time after he drops the course W s
are considered with your official load ”
Three of Giordano s credit hours

come from an internship he serves for
Eastern s Office of Planning and Public
Affairs
The Student Senate bylaws state
that “Senators and Executive Officers
class hours shall be checked by the
Student Government Adviser after the
withdrawal phase in accordance with
the academic calendar”
The responsibility to check grade♦ See GIORDANO Page 2
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FROM PAGE ONE
Edgar
• From Page 1
four television networks
Voters said honesty was by
far the most important quality they want in a governor
according to the poll and
those voters supported Edgar
2-to-1 despite Netsch s
emphasis on the honesty of
her tax plan Edgar would
only say he doesn t plan to
raise taxes in a second term
and Netsch repeatedly said
he was dishonest on the issue

Edgar extended the
Republican Party s control of
the Executive Mansion to 22
years with the solid support
of traditional Republicans
plus the votes of many who
call themselves Democrats
and support President Clinton
He also was strongly supported by people who named
obs taxes and the economy
as top worries
It was the largest margin of
victory by an incumbent in

“W
e will continue to
move Illinois forward,
to move Illinois into the
21st century.’’
J m Edgar
Illinois history breaking the
old record of 596 000 votes set
by Gov Jim Thompson in

1978
The gubernatorial campaign focused on crime and

School
♣ From Page 1
be allowed to vote on the matter
Sims said he was pleased voters were given the
final say
“That was the people s will and that was all I
wanted ” Sims said “My only original gripe about
the referendum was that the people could not vote
on it I don t like back-door referendums ”
The second time proved to be a charm for the
board which failed to push through a similar referendum in March That referendum called for a permanent property tax increase of 97 cents and
would have generated revenue for teachers
salaries Residents defeated it by more than 1 000
votes

The Coles County Farm Bureau publicly opposed
the tax hike last spring
Greg Carney manager of the farm bureau said
although his organization has no official position
on the referendum it wanted voters to consider the
matter
“The ma ority has spoken ” Carney said “But by
the narrow margin with which the referendum
passed the district better watch how it spends the
money and make sure it spends the money the way
it promised it would ”
Weir had said he was confident Tuesday s referendum would pass because the school board nearly
halved the amount of the property tax increase
lessened the duration of the increase to five years
and will not spend the money on teacher salaries

Weaver
♥ From Page 1
my wife and daughters since it is
over”
Weaver of Ashmore said he
doesn t have much free time now
that the campaign is over because
he must be back in session in
Springfield next week He also
said he is anxious to return to the
House for two years to push bills
through the Legislature
“This puts me in a position of
seniority ” Weaver said “I ll be in
the top 30 of the House This will
give me leverage to get things
done that I ve been trying since
I ve been in office ”
Weaver said he will continue his
attempts to abolish the Illinois

Board of Governors
Despite the
loss the Democratic challenger
said his campaign was clean
and concentrated on the issues
“I ran a good
ethical campaign M ke Weaver
that focused on
the issues ” Carpenter said
Weaver disagreed saying
Carpenter ran a negative campaign directing personal shots
toward him
“This one was a personal attack
against me ” Weaver said “There s
no place for that in politics ”

T h a n k Yo u
F o r Yo u r
Support

♦ From Page 1
point averages and class hours for senate members and executive officers falls to Eileen Sullivan
adviser to the Student Government according to
Article IV of the bylaws Sullivan is supposed to
check students records three times during the
usual one-year terms
Sullivan said Giordano is considered a part-time
student
“What the university considers full-time status
is 12 hours ” she said
Giordano said the senate
bylaws can be interpreted several different ways
“Obviously I feel the way I interpret it is the
right way” he said “Obviously the policy was not
written to be unfair to executive officers
“Any other student can drop classes and I don t
think ust because I m an executive officer I can t
drop a class ” he added “The policy was developed
to discourage students from running with less
than 12 hours which up until two weeks ago I
had ”
Senate Speaker Stacy Hart said she was
unaware of Matt s class hours until Monday night
and it is Sullivan s duty to determine Giordano s
enrollment status
“If she (Sullivan) wants him removed she has to
remove him ” Hart said
Sullivan said she met with Wood Tuesday to
discuss what action should be taken on Giordano
and it is not her sole duty to remove him
“I serve as Student Government adviser ” she
said “That s why I met with Blake ”
Wood said he and Sullivan are currently discussing a course of action but would not comment
on any discipline because he plans to meet with
her before deciding anything
“It will be dealt with ” Sullivan said
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Carpenter denied attacking
Weaver during the campaign saying the race wasn t personal
against either candidate
Carpenter said if he had to start
the campaign over he would begin
earlier to establish a better name
recognition
“Going against a 10-year incumbent is difficult ” Carpenter said
“It s hard to get the name recognition going against a five-term
opponent ”
Weaver outspent Carpenter in
the race spending $31 000 since
Jan 1
“It helps if you have the funds ”
Weaver said “But you can t buy an
election A few years ago my opponent outspent me and I still won ”

Netsch s plan to boost school
funding and cut property
taxes with proceeds of a 42
percent increase in the state
income tax
Netsch vowed to keep
pushing for change in state
government
“I hope for us to move in
the right direction forward
and upward and I know that
requires us to move with
some degree of unity pulling
together not tearing apart
she said
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8:00 A.M.- 6:30 P.M.
Polling Places
•Carman Hall
•LSD Complex
•Coleman Hall(North Entrance)
•Lumpkin Hall
•Union(SugarShack)
•Library (Entrance)

•Senate Election
•Costitutional
Amendment 94-95-01

•Student Legal
Services Activity Fee
•Livingston Lord
Statue Referendum
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Poshard wins, holds seat in Congress
By SAM McKEE
Staff writer

In an election that heavily favored
his opposition, Democratic incumbent Glenn Poshard held his seat in
Congress Tuesday after defeating
Republican challenger Brent
Winters.
“I feel very good on a night like
this, when we’re losing everything
nationally,” Poshard said. “Any
Democrat that survived on this day
is doing real well.”
With 96 percent of the vote tallied
early today, Poshard took 108,117
votes, or about 58 percent, over
Winters’ 78,376 votes, which represented roughly 42 percent.
With virtually all of the votes
counted in Coles County, Poshard

gained a slimmer
percentage with
7,633 votes, 51 percent, over Winters’
7,569 votes, 49 percent.
Poshard, of Marion, said his campaign was successful because he
stuck to the issues Glenn Poshard
and avoided negative tactics in the
face of strong anti-Clinton sentiments.
“We dealt with the basic issues of
our district to defend ourselves,”
Poshard said. “We talked about economic development and how to create jobs.”
Poshard’s spokesman, Dave

Strickland, said the congressman
isn’t apprehensive about Republican
gains.
“We will try to work on a bipartisan basis,” Strickland said. “The job
of this Congress is to work together
to find solutions. We have always
sought to do this regardless of which
party held control.”
Winters said the election can be
seen as an opinion poll that evaluates politicians.
“This is a major poll and it speaks
pretty loud,” Winters said. “It says
that there is not 100 percent
approval of what he’s doing.”
Although disappointed by personal loss, Winters said, he was encouraged by his party’s successes.
“Although it was disappointing to
lose, I was encouraged by the gains

of the Republican Party,” Winters
said.
Winters, a 1981 Eastern graduate
from Martinsville, said his concerns
will be represented despite his
defeat.
“We’ll see things that I support
brought to the floor, even though I
won’t be there,” Winters said.
Winters said he was pleased with
the number of votes he received considering the genesis of his campaign.
“I came out of nowhere, and I
think I’ve gained a good portion of
the vote for someone who ran
against a person with name recognition.
“Given the resources I had, I am a
political neophyte,” Winters said. “I
was running as a citizen, not a
politician.”

Woodyard wins
another term
By SAM McKEE
Staff writer

Incumbent Republican state
Sen. Harry “Babe” Woodyard
Tuesday handily defeated his
Democratic opponent Charles
Mattis to earn another twoyear term.
With 86 percent of votes tallied early today, Woodyard
received 34,076 votes, roughly
70 percent, while Mattis
gained 14,581 votes, about 30
percent.
Woodyard said the Republican sweep of many Statehouse and Congressional seats
was a rare event.
“This is probably one of the
few times in my political
career, which dates back to the
Eisenhower administration,
that countywide, statewide
and nationally Republican
candidates have run this
strongly.”
Woodyard said the Republican successes send a message
to the White House.
“An awful lot of people are
sending messages to Clinton
that they are not happy with
what has happened over the
last two years,” Woodyard
said.
“If you had a D next to your

name on the
ballot, you
were almost
doomed, it
seems,” Mattis said.
Woodyard,
of Chrisman,
has represented the
Harry “Babe” 53rd District
in the senate
Woodyard
since 1986.
He plans to
focus on the issues of jobs,
crime and education in the
upcoming term.
Woodyard said he experienced a tough campaign in
1984, but it wasn’t as “nasty”
as this one, which featured
character attacks in a television ad and allegations that
Woodyard traveled overseas at
taxpayers’ expense.
“I hated to see this happening,” Woodyard said. “I’m kind
of the old tortoise, though – I
have a thick shell. I just didn’t
want to see negative campaigning going into the
future.”
Woodyard said he doesn’t
think the negative campaigning started with Mattis.
“He is a decent man and a
good person,” Woodyard said.

Republicans win all
5 statewide offices
CHICAGO (AP) – Republicans won all of the five
statewide offices Tuesday.
With Gov. Jim Edgar’s overwhelming victory leading the
way, Republicans clinched a
sweep of statewide offices,
which the GOP last did in
1956.
Voters re-elected Republican George Ryan in the bitter race for Illinois secretary
of state against Democrat Pat
Quinn, who accused the incumbent of taking advantage
of the office’s perks.
With 95 percent of precincts
reporting, Ryan had 1,794,119
votes or 61 percent, and
Quinn had about 1,120,297
votes or 38 percent.
Republican comptroller candidate Lolita Didrickson defeated Democrat Earlean
Collins, whose campaign was
plagued by erroneous finance
reports. With 95 percent of the

precincts reporting, Didrickson had about 1,559,020 votes
or 56 percent, and Collins had
about 1,140,128 votes or 41
percent.
In the attorney general’s
race, Republican prosecutor
Jim Ryan beat millionaire personal-injury lawyer Al Hofeld.
The GOP last held the attorney general’s office in 1979.
With 95 percent of the precincts reporting, Ryan had
about 1,587,821 votes or 54
percent, and Hofeld had
1,300,706 votes or 44 percent.
In the closest race for
statewide office, Republican
Judy Baar Topinka, a state
senator from Riverside, beat
Democrat Nancy Drew Sheehan, a commissioner of Chicago’s Metropolitan Water
Reclamation District.
With 95 percent of the precincts reporting, Topinka had
1,450,129 votes or 51 percent,.

KARI SWIFT/Assoc. photo editor

Junior Rick Plocinski, a speech and marketing student, prepares to vote with the help of
Ferrel Atkins, judge of elections, Tuesday afternoon in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.

AB rejects recommendation
to allocate funds for speaker
By HEIDI KEIBLER
Student government editor

The Apportionment Board
rejected Tuesday a recommendation from the Student
Senate to allocate $12,350 to
the University Board Lectures Committee for a Women’s History and Awareness Month speaker in
March.
The AB instead voted 4-3
to allocate $8,000 to the committee – the same amount it
allocated three weeks ago.
The UB originally requested a $12,350 allocation from
the AB to bring Anita Hill to
campus in March, but the
AB rejected that request,
instead allocating $8,000 for
a speaker.
The $8,000 allocation was
voted down 13-7 by the
Student Senate last Wednesday and was sent back to
the AB with a recommendation to set aside $12,350.
AB member Gary Owen
moved Tuesday to reject the
recommendation and keep
the allocation as it was.
“We made a decision as an
advisory board that we

didn’t think the money was
well spent,” he said. “We’ve
done our job.”
Members of the AB cut the
original request to $8,000
because they said students
don’t want to see Hill speak.
This decision sparked debate as UB members accused
AB members of forgetting
their role and trying to program for the UB.
Owen said the AB did not
forget its role, and voted
against the money because it
wasn’t well spent.
“I know our job here,”
Owen said. “I don’t want to
talk about Anita Hill, I don’t
think the money was well
spent.
“Liberals, conservatives,
women, men; I don’t care,” he
added. “We’ve done our job.”
AB members Karen Sanders and Jill Rice disagreed .
“A really big issue here is
to bring a speaker who is a
current front- runner in students’ minds,” Sanders said.
“A front-name speaker and a
speaker who demands attention demands a salary.
“I think it’s very important
that students are interested

enough to be there for the
speaker, and I think some
money has to be spent,” she
added.
Rice said the full $12,350
should have been allocated
to the committee.
“If they can get a quality
speaker for $8,000, great,”
she said. “But if they can get
a higher quality speaker for
$12,350, that’s even better.”
After 20 minutes of debate, the board voted on
Owen’s motion. AB members
John Ferak, Matt Herman,
Paul Talaga and Gary Owen
voted to keep the allocation
at $8,000. Rice, Sanders and
Melanie McKee voted to
amend the allocation.
Lectures Committee members Eileen Sullivan, Julie
Doss and Julie Brown said
they were disappointed.
“They’re still making uneducated votes,” Doss said.
“This also really limits the
time we have to get any
other speaker on campus.”
The allocation will go
before the senate tonight for
final approval. If the senate
rejects it, the AB will meet
again to vote a third time.
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Proposals range
from the good,
bad to the ugly
The three referendums on today’s Student
Government ba ot can be best descr bed as
the good, the bad and the ug y.
The proposa to ncrease the fee for Student
Lega Serv ces by $1 a year s good, the p an to
restructure the Student Government execut ve
branch s bad, and the
to ncrease
Editorial proposa
student fees $8 to create a statue of
L v ngston C. Lord, Eastern’s f rst pres dent, s
very ug y.
Lord s arguab y the most nf uent a off c a
n the un vers ty’s h story. But the des re to
nst pr de n the campus – the ma n mot vat on for bu d ng the $80,000 statue – can be
done by bu d ng up the academ c s de of the
un vers ty.
There s a so no need to ask students for
add t ona money to pay for the statue. The
Apport onment Board has about $200,000 n
the r reserve fund, and fund ng for a spec a
dea such as a statue shou d come from there.
W th ever- ncreas ng tu t on and fees, there
shou dn’t be any fr vo ous expend tures.
One ncrease that wou dn’t be fr vo ous s a
$1 ncrease to the annua Student Lega Serv ce
fee. The referendum s an exce ent dea
because the serv ce s n d re need of money.
The serv ce prov des free ega adv ce to students and wou d use the money to update serv ces and pay for much-needed supp es. Th s
serv ce s mmeasurab e and s u t mate y one
of the on y p aces Eastern student can turn for
ega adv ce.
The th rd proposa to restructure Student
Government’s execut ve branch nto four v ce
pres dent a pos t ons wou d do noth ng more
than change the members’ t t es.
Under the proposa , the t t es of execut ve
v ce pres dent, f nanc a v ce pres dent, Board
of Governors representat ve and ch ef of staff
wou d be changed to v ce pres dent of academ c, f nanc a , pub c and student affa rs,
respect ve y.
If the same members – who have exper enced the same prob ems – are st n off ce,
there w
be no change n Student
Government.
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TODAY’S QUOTE

Your every voter, as surely as
your chief magistrate, exercises
a public trust.
Grover Cleveland

Minority aid bridges the education gap
Dan e Podberesky s at the
V rg n a and West V rg n a
center o a re storm these days
n a b ster ng op n on the
“Only 5 percent appea s court sa d the un vers ty
He s swamped w th phone
ca s rom reporters and s no
of all awards to had a ed to ust y restr ct ng
doubt be ng cursed by c v the awards to members o one
undergraduates ethn c group Un vers ty attorr ghts and a rmat ve-act on
supporters across the country
nationwide are neys had argued that the scho Podberesky a 22-year-o d
ps were meant to comp elimited to minor- arsh
graduate o the Un vers ty o
ment the r m nor ty recru tment
ity students.”
Mary and at Co ege Park wants
e orts and bu d cu tura d vers to be cons dered or a scho ar- Chris
ty
sh p that had been reserved or
The three udges sa d ev Sundheim
b ack students
dence o past d scr m nat on was
Last month a three- udge
rre evant to the case un ess the
pane o the U S Court o Appea s reversed a ower court d scr m nat on was st there Mary and was ordered to
ru ng that a owed the awards Th s tenuous case has
cons der Podberesky w thout regard to h s race or ethn c
renewed the ervent debate over m nor ty scho arsh ps
background
and whether race-exc us ve nanc a a d s perm ss b e
The pres dent o Co ege Park W am K rwan has
Lega observers warn that h s awsu t shou d t
prom sed to appea the dec s on to the U S Supreme
progress ar enough m ght make such scho arsh ps
Court
more d cu t to o er by actua y quest on ng the r ega He ke many supporters o the programs recogn ze
ty
the va ue n m nor ty scho arsh ps to redeem an nst tuOn a number o campuses o c a s are concerned that t on or past pre ud ce attract more m nor ty students
the ru ng s mpact cou d orce the e m nat on o amb and mprove a un vers ty s stand ng among the m nor ty
t ous m nor ty programs A though no one s suggest ng
commun ty
the programs be scrapped ust yet nanc a a d o ces
Cr t cs o the race-spec c programs pa nt the mage
are sure y por ng over the deta s and nspect ng the r
that such ncent ves monopo ze arge amounts o nanown po c es
c a a d Scho arsh ps shou d ook at am y ncome and
The un vers ty o near y 30 000 students o ers the
other need-based actors bes des ethn c ty they say
Ben am n Banneker Scho arsh ps wh ch cover tu t on or
The acts don t bear those po nts out
our years to about 30 b ack students each year The conEar er th s year the Genera Account ng O ce
troversy erupted when Podberesky who s H span c
re eased a study on m nor ty scho arsh ps that ound twowanted to app y or one o the awards and cou dn t He
th rds o undergraduate nst tut ons o er at east one
s now a rst-year med ca student at the schoo s
such award On y 5 percent o a awards to undergraduBa t more campus
ates nat onw de are m ted to m nor ty students
Podberesky s content ons n the case aren t anyth ng
The un ortunate move to d sm ss these arguments s a
spec a He be eves the scho arsh ps shou d be race-neu- step backward Most un vers t es o er m nor ty-exc us ve
tra and h s am y ns sts they wou d have ought the
scho arsh ps w th the statement that such awards evenrace-spec c gu de nes even the scho arsh ps had been tua y w be unnecessary
open to H span cs
“The day may come when we have to sh t that
“ t cont nues to be my rm be e that mer t scho aremphas s ” K rwan conceded to reporters
sh ps shou d be awarded so e y on mer t and any e ort
But unt then such sma prov s ons or a d deserve to
to m t awards based on one s race v o ates the U S
be protected as a prec ous means o br dg ng the gap
Const tut on ” he sa d n a prepared statement
between races not swept away n a sw r o hard- ne
The case has been bounc ng between a edera d str ct
ega controversy
court and an appea s court s nce May 1991 the dec – Chr s Sundhe m s assoc ate news ed tor and a
s on stands t s bound to a ect the Fourth C rcu t wh ch
co umn st or The Da y Eastern News
nc udes Mary and North Caro na South Caro na
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Planned Parenthood
would not promote
positive values here
Dear ed tor
went to the orum sponsored
by the Women s Stud es Counc
ast Thursday and thought that
others wou d apprec ate the truth
about what was sa d at the meetng
To be b unt the meet ng was a
sham t was comp ete y orchestrated to oo peop e nto be evng that we need P anned
Parenthood n Char eston The r
answers were des gned to be as
vague as poss b e and the speakers rom the counc and P anned
Parenthood spoke n ha truths at
best
A so the examp es they gave
to support the r v ews were on y
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Your turn
the except ons and not the ru e or
Co es County
A ter the meet ng asked Dr
Char es Ramsey o Un vers ty
Hea th Serv ce about the comments made at the meet ng and
he sa d that P anned Parenthood
and the counc were e ther m staken or y ng
He a so sa d that a ot o the
cases that he treats are re ated to
rrespons b ty on the part o students someth ng that not even
P anned Parenthood can prevent
be eve that the counc wants
P anned Parenthood here to urther promote em n st gospe ts
sacrament be ng abort on Even
though they c a m they won t perorm abort on once they re here
there w be no stopp ng them

A so a member o the Hea th
Care Opt ons P ann ng Comm ttee
has a ready been spotted at
Char eston H gh Schoo The h gh
schoo has probab y a ready been
targeted
P anned Parenthood wants to
come here because they see untapped pro ts rom approx mate y
5 000 women not because they
ove you and want to he p
What s even more gross s the
act that pro essors peop e who
are supposed to teach and gu de
us are w ng to spread the e o
both P anned Parenthood and the
em n st gospe
Make no m stake the ssues at
hand are not “hea th care opt ons”
un ess you cons der abort on and
death to be hea th care opt ons
P anned Parenthood doesn t
g ve a darn about you they ust
want your money
Doug Bunna

The Daily Eastern News

Voter
turnout
down
from ’90
By MELANIE McCLAIN
Sta wr ter

Although Coles County
voter turnout was down
4 1 percent from 1990
Coles County Clerk Betty
Coffrin said turnout in
Tuesday s election was
better than was expected
statewide
Out of 27 188 registered
voters in Coles County
15 791 voted in Tuesday s
election – 58 percent voter
turnout Voter turnout
was 62 percent in 1990
Census figures from
1992 show the county has
a population of 51 795
Coffrin said she would
have liked to have seen
more people voting but
said she was informed
that lower voter turnouts
have been a statewide
trend
“I had prepared for a
100 percent turnout ”
Coffrin said “We re still
going to throw away a lot
of unused ballots ”
Voters from throughout
the state cast ballots for
the offices of governor
lieutenant governor secretary of state attorney
general treasurer and
comptroller Two amendments to the state constitution and local sheriff s
and udges races were
also up for voter consideration
Charleston area voters
also narrowly approved a
referendum that would
fund the Charleston
school district through
five-year bonds in an
effort to raise $3 5 million
for the district s education
fund Coffrin said the referendum contributed to a
higher voter turnout in
Charleston than was
experienced in the rest of
the county
Coffrin said a breakdown of voter turnout in
Charleston precincts may
be available to the public
by Nov 10

Kimball romps in sheriff race
Sta wr ter

Republican incumbent Jim Kimball
was soundly re-elected Coles County
sheriff Tuesday night receiving more
than twice as many votes as his opponent
Kimball received 67 percent of the total
with 10 220 votes Democratic challenger
Ron Scott received 5 100 votes or 33 percent of the total
Kimball s re-election marked the first
time a sheriff has been elected to three
consecutive terms
Kimball said he was pleased with his
campaign because the sheriff s office is

WASHINGTON (AP) –
Angry voters gave Republicans their greatest strength
in Congress in decades giving
the GOP outright control with
sweeping victories in the
House and Senate
Republics won a string of
governorships too in elections that sent President
Clinton a chilling midterm
message
Arguably the biggest Democratic losses came out of
Illinois as a virtual unknown
beat embattled U S Rep Dan
Rostenkowski
Rostenkowski one of the
most powerful Democrats on
Capitol Hill went down to
stunning defeat at the hands
of Republican Michael Patrick
Flanagan in the 5th District
With 61 percent of the precincts reported it was 46 321
votes for Flanagan or 56 percent to 36 346 votes for Ros-

By The Associated Press
House Speaker Michael Madigan
conceded late Tuesday that Republicans had won control of the Illinois
House the last bastion of Democratic
control in state government
Democrats said they expected to
lose 10 seats which would give the
Republicans a 61-57 ma ority
“We re obviously surprised by the
overall outcome said Steve Brown
spokesman for Madigan D-Chicago
“They (Republicans) are all out of
excuses now They ll have to produce
Voters also approved two amendments to the Illinois Constitution
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GREAT BREAKFASTS
EVERY MORNING!
409 7th St.• 345-7427

gress since 1954
Sen Bob Dole of Kansas in
line to be ma ority leader in a
Republican Senate cast the
results as a “vote of no confidence in the Clinton agenda
GOP Chairman Haley Barbour said voters were sending
a booming message “Government is too big for its
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Quarterback Club at 12 noon

20oz. Miller Lite &
Bud Light $140
$ 00
3 Pitchers

Lunch

F ee so d nk e
w h d nne o unch

Huge Chef Salad $450
w co ee o ea
Soup/Sandw ch Spec a $300
w co ee o ea
Try our new Ch cken F nger
Basket $395

D nner

6oz. R beye D nner

Sa ad vegg e & Po a o

Pool $125 – Bar & Pool age 21; Never a cover
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W ay Back
Wednesday
Tonight: 4:00 Club!
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Jerry’s Pizza & Pub
Corner of 4th & Lincoln
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POOR BOY SANDWICH
OR
STROMBOLI SANDWICH
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The first amendment is aimed at
forcing the Legislature to ad ourn earlier With 97 percent of precincts
reporting 1 434 694 or 69 percent said
yes and 646 212 or 31 percent said no
The other amendment will allow
witnesses to testify by television
rather than face-to-face against criminal defendants About 1 481 501 or 63
percent of the voters said yes to the
amendment clearing the way for video
testimony and 879 617 or 37 percent
said no
With the governor s office and the
Illinois Senate already in GOP hands
the Republicans will now control the
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tenkowski or 44 percent
But Democrats took losses
throughout the country giving up 9 seats in the Senate
and a pro ected 54 in the
House – enough to hand control of both chambers over to
the Republicans
Republicans haven t controlled both chamber of Con-

britches
Eleven governors also fell
to the GOP as voters voiced
profound discontent with
Clinton and Democratic liberalism propelling Republicans
to breathtaking gains in state
after state ust two years after
putting Clinton in the White
House

GOP takes house; first time in 12 years
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“I would hope future candidates see the
value in campaigning on fact and not letting personal matters in it ” he said
Scott a Mattoon police captain and
shift commander said he did not know
what to expect during the election Still
he was pleased with his campaign
“I m worn out I ve done a lot of the
work myself ” Scott said “My friends
helped me a lot I want to wish Kimball
the best of luck ” Scott said he might run
for sheriff again
One of the most contested points of the
campaign was the expansion of the Coles
County ail a $1 6 million pro ect that
increased the facility s capacity from 90
inmates to 140

GOP wins
in House,
Senate

h

L UNCH SPECIALS

difficult to maintain
and he is glad voters
thought his department
has done a good ob
“We were very
pleased with the outcome ” Kimball said “It
was a good effort by a
lot of good people I
think my people were
J m K mb e
satisfied ”
Kimball who holds a bachelor s and
master s degree from Eastern has served
as Coles County sheriff since 1986
Kimball said he thought the sheriff s
race showed that the public was not
interested in negative campaigning

By JEREMY R. KIRK
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policy-making branches of government The governor and Legislature
were last under Republican control in
1970
Gov Jim Edgar predicted the GOP
would now be able to move more quickly on key legislative items such as
crime-control measures
Republicans are also likely to push
for pro-business legislation and limits
on lawsuit awards
Tim Bryers spokesman for House
Republican Leader Lee Daniels of
Elmhurst said education reform and
tax caps in Cook County would also be
pursued
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Interested in Sports?

Any students interested in
a career in athletic
publicity who would like
to gain experience by
working for Eastern’s
sports information
department, please
contact Dave Kidwell at
Lantz Gym (581- 6408).
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Election results, 2 proposals
Panel discussion
to focus on hunger to highlight Senate meeting
By JEN STUECHELI
Staff writer

The Haiti Connection
will continue its Hunger
Week activities tonight
with a panel discussion at
8 p.m. in Taylor Hall
Lobby.
The discussion will address the effects of hunger
locally, nationally and
internationally, said Krista
Erickson, member of the
Haiti Connection, a student activist group.
The panel will consist of
two Eastern professors and
Carl Sartwell from the
Mattoon Community Food
Center. Sartwell will discuss local problems relating to hunger.
Karen Hartbank, sociology and anthropology professor, will address federal
government programs formerly used to stop hunger
and why she feels some of
these programs have malMon- Sat 5 pm- 1 am

Friends
&Co
Tonight’s Special:

$1 pints
Leinenkugel’s
Lowenbraü Dark
Miller Genuine Draft

Thursday

Free Show

Kieth Harden
w/Dawna Nelson
509 Van Buren

345-2380

McHUGH'S
Double Drive-Thru
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McHugh’s
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$ 84
Coupon
Good Thru 11-30-94

McHugh’s

1/4 lb. Hamburger
Large Fry
20oz. Drink
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University Theatre
presents

An Evening of

One-Acts
featuring

WOMEN and WALLACE
by Jonathon Marc Sherman
directed by
CHRIS POMEROY

and

FEEDING the MOONFISH
by Barbara Weichmann
directed by
JENN SVEHLA
m
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In The Studio Theatre

Doudna Fine Arts Center

Tickets on sale now at the Ticket
Office or by calling 581-3110
MON - FRI • 1 - 5 pm

•• LIMITED SEATING! ••

functioned.
Ruth Dow, home economics professor, will discuss hunger at the global
level.
Each member of the
panel is expected to speak
for about 10 minutes,
Erickson said. Then they
will field questions from
the audience.
The event is free and
expected to last about one
hour, Erickson added.
Erickson is one of three
members of the Haiti
Connection who plan to
travel to Haiti next month.
The discussion is Hunger
Week’s third event.
Joe Clary will speak
Thursday at 7 p.m. in
Coleman Hall Auditorium
about homelessness and
hunger.
Thursday’s lecture is cosponsored by Alpha Kappa
Delta and the Student
Volunteer Center of the
Newman Catholic Center.

By HEIDI KEIBLER

Student government editor

In addition to announcement of today’s Student Senate
election results, two proposals
will be brought before the senate tonight.
The senate will meet at 7
p.m. in the Arcola-Tuscola
Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
One proposal, written by
Executive Vice President
Kristie Kahles and Student
Body President Blake Wood,
calls for the establishment of a
multicultural affairs board.
The board would research
and evaluate problems and
concerns pertaining to minority students’ issues and bring
these issues before the Student
Government.
It would be composed of delegates from recognized student
organizations, a secretary, four
faculty members and one faculty adviser, making up committees on campus relations, service and events and awareness.

AT

A

GLANCE

Student Government
Elections
■ When: 7:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
today.
■ Where: Polling places are in
Carman Hall and Stevenson Hall
lobbies; Coleman Hall, north
entrance; Lumpkin Hall, east
entrance; Booth Library, north
entrance; Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, Sugar Shack.
■ What’s needed: Students
should bring their student IDs to
the polls.
■ What’s at stake: Students will
decide between 31 candidates for
17 Student Senate seats. They
will also vote on three referendums – two that ask for hikes in
student fees and another that
could change the structure of the

If the proposal is approved
by the senate, Kahles will
appoint a chairperson to the

board for the spring semester.
That chairperson would then
have to be confirmed by a
majority vote of the senate.
The board would be considered a student activity feefunded board under the senate’s bylaws and therefore
would be granted a budget by
the Apportionment Board.
Also at tonight’s meeting,
the senate will consider a bill
calling for the establishment of
a student body elections commission.
The bill, which was scheduled to be approved at last
week’s meeting but was tabled
for further consideration, calls
for elimination of the existing
senate Elections Committee in
favor of a commission not affiliated with Student Government.
The commission would oversee the following: student body
executive officer elections, senate elections and elections
mandated by the Board of
Governors and/or administration of Eastern.
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Standup
comic to
perform
tonight
By KAREN WOLDEN
Activities editor

Faculty supports amendment
By DAVE HOSICK
Administration editor

The Faculty Senate heard a report
Tuesday that pledged faculty support for
an amendment that would allow eligible
faculty to hold direct referendums during
senate elections.
Senate Secretary Gail Mason said in a
report that the amendment faced little
opposition from 12 faculty members who
attended a forum examining the issue last
week.
Last Thursday’s forum focused on a resolution in the form of an amendment that
states “When at least 20 percent of the

faculty eligible to vote in Faculty Senate
elections petition the Faculty Senate to
hold a referendum on a question that does
not relate to collective bargaining... the
Senate shall hold a referendum within
four weeks following the receipt of said
petition.”
Mason said the consensus among the
faculty present at the forum was that the
amendment “would provide an additional
mechanism for faculty to be heard.”
Ballots for the amendment will be
mailed out this week and will be due back
on Dec. 2.
Also at the meeting the senate:
• Discussed a meeting of the deans of

By KAREN WOLDEN
Activities editor

Fans of Greek mythology and folklore will be
treated to a lecture Thursday titled “The
Helpful Princess: Her Dilemma in Greek Myth
and Modern Life,” by a professor of classics at
Miami University in Ohio.
The lecture, sponsored by the Phi Beta
Kappa honorary association and Eastern’s
Office of Academic Affairs, will focus on “women
who in some way come to the aid of a man,
enabling him to overcome a difficulty or rise to
power, and then find themselves discarded by
the man,” said Frank McCormick, Eastern
English professor.
Judith De Luce will speak Thursday at 7:30
p.m. in Room 122 of Lumpkin Hall. The lecture
is free and open to the public.
Helpful princesses from Greek mythology
such as Medea, Ariadne and Dido, as well as
women in today’s society will be discussed,

McCormick said.
“I propose to look at these helpful women
through the lens of growing up female in the
‘50s and ‘60s, first because I find myself increasingly troubled by these helpers and second
because this lens reveals questions we have not
asked before,” De Luce said in a press release.
De Luce is the recipient of the Outstanding
Young Woman of America Award, an affiliate of
Miami University’s Woman’s Studies Program
and a co-editor of three publications. Her latest
book, “Beyond Preservation: Restoring and
Inventing Landscapes,” was published this year.
This is the sixth annual Phi Beta Kappa lecture to be brought to Eastern.
Phi Beta Kappa, established in 1776 at
William and Mary College in Williamsburg, Va.,
is the oldest national honorary society in the
country, McCormick said.
Eastern has been trying to win its own Phi
Beta Kappa chapter for the past 12 years,
McCormick said.

Workshop to focus on anger
By JENNIFER STUECHELI
Staff writer

Learning anger management skills will be the focus
of a workshop at 7 p.m.
Thursday in the Effingham
Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Eastern graduate students
Larry Stein and Jeff Willis
will present the Lifeskills
Workshop, which is sponsored by Eastern’s Counseling Center.
The seminar, titled “Anger
Management,” is expected to
last about 90 minutes and

will teach a wide range of
techniques used to control
anger and violence.
“Anger is a secondary emotion usually converted from
fear or embarrassment,” Willis said. “We want to teach
people how to identify the
emotion and learn to control
it before they explode.”
The main focus of this program is to teach students
how to recognize anger at
early stages before they lose
control, Willis said.
Willis and Stein both
worked as interns at the
Coles County Health Center

on a program aimed at
teaching rehabilitating abusers how to manage their
madness. They are secondyear graduate students
working on master’s degrees
in psychology.
Different facets of anger in
work and educational settings will be addressed at
the seminar, as well as alternative ways of expressing
and avoiding anger, Willis
said.
The workshop will include
demonstrations of appropriate anger management, role
playing and modeling.

®

PHILADELPHIA (AP)
– Scientists say they
have discovered a protein that may activate
the AIDS virus in the
body and cause it to
develop into AIDS.
The discovery by University of Pennsylvania
scientists could lead to
treatments that might
enable infected people to
put the human immunodeficiency virus on hold
indefinitely. They still
would carry the virus
but might not contract
the fatal disease itself.
HIV-infected people
can be healthy and live
for years before the virus
attacks the body’s immune system.
A protein isolated
from a gene in HIV carriers appears to tell
infected cells when to
start reproducing the
virus, the researchers
said in an article published Tuesday in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.
“We understand a new
pathway the virus uses,’’
study chief David Weiner, an assistant professor
of pathology and medicine at Penn, said in a
telephone interview.

DOMINO’S

(Cheese Only)

ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS TO ALL EASTERN
STUDENTS, ADMINISTRATION, FACULTY & FAMILIES

Protein
may cause
AIDS virus
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LA RGE $
PIZZA

No other discounts apply

Illinois Arts and Sciences where Illinois
Board of Higher Education Chairman Art
Quern made a presentation titled “The
IBHE and the Future of Public Higher
Education.”
As a result of this presentation, some
deans suggested forming a “network of
majors” system whereby universities
would share responsibilities in education.
• Elected senate members Mason, Gary
Foster and William Kirk to the senate
Elections Committee.
• Discussed the fact that some faculty
members have expressed disagreement
with the academic calendar for the 199596 school year.

Mythology, folklore lecture
to focus on helpful women

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

Elon Gold, one of standup comedy’s hottest rising
stars, will perform Thursday at 8 p.m. in the Rathskeller of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Admission for the show,
sponsored by University
Board Comedy, is $1 for
students with IDs and $3
for the public.
Gold is widely acclaimed for his original
and innovative styles,
including impersonations
of Howie Mandel, Bobcat
Goldthwait, Ed Grimly,
Andrew “Dice” Clay, Richard Lewis and other wellknown comedians.
“He’s known as being
the comic’s comic,” said
Julie Brown, graduate
adviser for the UB.
Gold has worked with
comedians Richard Belzer
and Jerry Seinfeld, and
appeared on a number of
TV broadcasts, including
MTV’s “Half-Hour Comedy Hour,” “The Howard
Stern Show,” Showtime’s
“Comedy Club Network,”
and “ABC’s Anything But
Love.”
The Comedy Committee
had difficulties booking
Gold because he recently
received several TV sitcom
offers, Brown said.
Gold is particularly successful as a young standup comedian, and he will
hopefully attract college
students, Brown said.
Gold is the sixth comedian the UB has sponsored this semester, according to Brown, who is
serving as comedy coordinator. The UB will sponsor
two more comics later this
semester.
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Additional Toppings
ONLY $1.25
more each

Make it a 21/2
Pound Pan for
Only $1.00 more

BUY A TOPPING
FOR YOUR PIZZA
GET A 2ND TOPPING
FREE!

Call for EIU’s
Favorite Pizza

348-1626
677 Lincoln
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
POLICY

SERVICES OFFERED

SUBLESSORS

FOR SALE

ANNOUNCEMENTS
________________________11/9

HOMETOWN SECRETARIAL
SERVICE will type your research
papers, thesis, reports, business
letters. 345-7341, leave message.

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

HELP WANTED
______________________12/12
N O W H I R I N G ! ! S TO P T H E
FA S T F O O D C Y C L E ! W E
OFFER A PROFESSIONAL
ATMOSPHERE, PAID TRAINI N G , G R E AT PAY, L E A R N A
SKILL FOR THE FUTURE.
PART TIME EVENINGS AVAILABLE WITH FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES. CALL 348-5250.
_____________________12/12
Apps now being accepted for
our activities, habilitation and
d i e t a r y d e p t . F T a n d P T, a l l
shifts available. FT hab. starts
at $5.30 w/ increase to $5.50
after 90 days (insurance pkg.
and other benefits, also). Why
work for minimum when you can
work for us? Apply at 738 18th
St. Chas. Il, 61920. E.O.E.
______________________12/9
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! UP TO
$900
W E E K LY.
FREE
ROOM/BOARD. NOW HIRING
SKILLED/UNSKILLED MEN
AND WOMEN. NO EXPERIE N C E N E C E S S A RY. C A L L
( 6 0 1 ) 7 9 9 - 1 3 6 2 , E X T. 5 1 7 2 ,
24HRS.
_____________________11/11
NATIONAL PARK JOBS- OVER
25,000 OPENINGS! (INCLUDI N G H O T E L S TA F F, TO U R
GUIDES, ETC.) BENEFITS &
BONUSES! APPLY NOW FOR
BEST POSITIONS. CALL 1206-545-4804 EXT. N57381.
_____________________11/11
$1500 weekly possible mailing
our circulars! No experience
required! Begin Now! For info
call 202-298-8952.
_____________________12/12
I M M E D I AT E
OPENING
$4.50/HR. DISHWASHER AND
K I T C H E N C L E A N - U P H E L P.
PA RT- T I M E ,
FLEXIBLE
HOURS.
C H A R L E S TO N
COUNTRY CLUB. 345-6603.
TUES- SUN.
______________________11/9

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OFFERED
TRAVEL
TRAINING/SCHOOLS
HELP WANTED
WANTED
ADOPTION
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES
SUBLESSORS
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS

T
H
E

HELP WANTED
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Fishing
industry. Earn to $3,000-$6,000+
per
month
+
benefits.
Male/Female. No experience necessary (206)545-4155 ext
A57383.
_______________________12/2
NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS
AT CHARLESTON LUMBER CO.
IF YOU HAVE EXPERIENCE
WORKING AT HOME CENTERS
- LUMBERYARDS OR HARDWARE STORES PLEASE APPLY
AT 202 6TH ST.—NO PHONE
CALLS.

SUBLESSORS
_______________________11/9
Sublessor needed Sp. ‘95
$190/month; heat, water, trash
included. Located on the square.
Call 345-6431.
______________________11/11
One female sublessor for Spring
semester. University Court
$185/mth. Call 581-8060.
_______________________11/9
Sublessor needed for very nice
apt. close to campus for SpringSummer ‘95. 345-3469.
______________________11/10
4 sublessors-Spring ‘95, 3 br.
house. Close, parking, some furniture, laundry. $175 + utilities.
345-6376.
______________________11/15
Female sublessor needed spring
semester. Close to campus. Call
581-2286.
_______________________11/9
Sublessor(s) needed for Sp. ‘95.
Vacant apartment. Next to
Krackers. For 1-2 people, furnished. $175/ mth (each) +
Utilities. 345-5941.
______________________11/10
FEMALE sublessor needed for
Spring ‘95. For more info call
345-2173.
______________________11/18
SUBLESSOR NEEDED! Nice 1
br. apt. Furn. Spr. ‘95 above
coach Eddy’s/ Call & leave message. 345-5584.
______________________11/11
Sublessor: Spring ‘95 Park Place
apts. Call Matt 348-8639.
_______________________11/9

Roommate
needed,
Spring/Summer ‘95. Own room, 2
roommates, free parking.
($172.00 + 1/3 utilities/month).
Call Sona 345-5149.
______________________11/10
Female sublessors 1 or 2. 1 bedroom apt, furnished. Close to
campus, water and trash paid.
$310 month. Please Call 3486384.
______________________11/18
Need a place of your own to run
naked? Sublessor needed for
Spring ‘95. Lg. studio everything
included + cable. $300 a month.
Call 348-6373.
______________________11/14
Female sublessor needed Spring
‘95. Call 348-7523.
______________________11/11
Female sublessor needed for
Spring semester ‘95. $177/mo. If
interested call Michelle at 3454073.
______________________11/15
2 Female sublessors for Sp. ‘95.
Furnished House on 2nd St.
$145/month. Call Denise or
Rebecca 345-7293.
______________________11/15
Male sublessor needed to share
large house 1/2 block from campus. For spring semester. Contact

FOR RENT
Shawn at 348-0038.
______________________11/18
DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS
A N D M I C R O WAV E S F O R
RENT. CALL 348-7746.
_____________________12/12
Nice apts. Available for Spring
semester. One, two, and three
BDRM. Call Jim at 348-0819.
Leave message.
_____________________11/17
GARAGE FOR RENT. 1611 9TH
S T R E E T. A C R O S S F R O M
ART’S STUDIO BUILDING. 2
OFF
STREET
PA R K I N G
SPACES. CALL 345-7136.
_____________________11/11
1 BEDROOM APT. AVAILABLE
IN
DECEMBER.
CALL
( 2 1 7 ) 3 4 5 - 6 5 3 3 O R L E AV E
MESSAGE AT 348-7575.
_____________________11/16

MACINTOSH
COMPUTER.
Complete system including printer only $500. Call Chris at 800289-5685.
_______________________12/2
94 Trek 7000, Excellent condition, low priced, must sell, B.O.
leave message, 348-7810.
______________________11/10
Bass guitar, case and amp-$190.
Call Dave 345-9129.
_______________________11/9
Brand New TI-81 graphics
Calculator still in box! $45. 5813386.
______________________11/11
For sale: Word Processor Brother
760D, 1 year old $175. Pd $250.
Call Crystal at 348-0499.
______________________11/18
Ibanez guitar with DiMarzio
superdistortion pickups. Will trade

LOST AND FOUND
for acoustic. $200. 345-7969.
_______________________11/9
FOUND: watch near Science
Bldg. Call to identify and claim. 1-

ANNOUNCEMENTS
312-7224.
_______________________11/9
Vote PERFORMANCE PARTY for
student government elections on
Wednesday November 9. Campus
leaders who PERFORM!
________________________11/9
COME FOLLOW ME IN A BAND.
SERIOUS BASS PLAYER WANTED FOR AN ALREADY ESTABLISHED BAND. MUST BE WILLING TO PLAY. CALL TODD AT
234-6641. NO ANSWER, LEAVE
MESSAGE.
_______________________11/11
Get out and vote on November
9th! Student Senate needs your
vote.
________________________11/9
The polls are not that hard to find.
Go out and vote. Student government Elections November 9th.
________________________11/9
Get out and vote on November
9th. Student Senate needs your
vote.

The polls are not that hard to find.
Go out and vote. Student
Government Elections November
9th.
________________________11/9
PRE LAW SOCIETY ELECTIONS
ARE NOVEMBER 30 IN RM 203
AT 4 PM. OFFICER APPLICATIONS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT
NOVEMBER 16 MEETING.
______________11/8,9,10,15,16,
Rugby players and dates- Get
ready for Thursday night at Brian’s
place. Be there at 5:00 or the beer
will run dry. No jeans of flannels.
_______________________11/10
Rugby, Rugby, Rugby, Rugby,
Brian’s Place, Rugby, Rugby,
Rugby.
_______________________11/10
Eric Thies of Sigma Nu: Congrats
on getting brother of the week.
Your brothers are proud.
________________________11/9
Jodi Moshetti- You have done a
great job pledging. Keep smiling
AGD love, your grandma fran.
________________________11/9
Congratulations to the New members of Alpha Sigma Tau on entering I-week. Love, the women of Jr.
Pan-Hel.
________________________11/9
Congratulations to the New members o Alpha Gamma Delta on
entering I-week. Love, the women
of Jr. Pan-hel.
________________________11/9
Good luck to the new members of
Sigma Kappa throughout I-week.
Love, the women of Jr. Pan-Hel.
________________________11/9
Lora Hajak of AST: Congrats on
entering I-week. Your delt daddy is
proud. Love, Shane.
________________________11/9
Kristin Hahn: Congrats- You are
almost through I-week. I’ll be
watching over you. Love, Your
guardian Angel.
________________________11/9
JENNY
DEROUIN:
Congratulations, you survived your
21st birthday. We hope you had
fun. Love, your roommates.
________________________11/9
Shannon Tracy: Congratulations on
going active. I’m very proud of you.
love, your AGB Shrira.

Daily Eastern News
Classified Ad Form

Name: _______________________________________
Address: _____________________________________
Phone: ______________________Student

❏ Yes ❏ No

Dates to run___________________________________
Ad to read:

Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
❏ Cash
❏ Check
❏ Credit
Check number________________

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

WEDNESDAY
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

NOVEMBER 9

WTWO-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

Wheel of Fortune
Cops

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Wheel of Fortune

SportsCenter
Bowling

Wings
Wings

Love Connection
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Designing Women
Designing Women

Roseanne
Roseanne

Beyond 2000
Next Step

Lamb Chop
Reading Rainbow

Golf

Murder She
Wrote

Movie:Magnum
Force

Mark Russell
...Experience

Unosolved Myst.

Beverly Hills, 90210

Movie:And Then
There Was One

Models, Inc.

World of
Discoveries
Vanishing Worlds

Little House on
the Prairie
St. Elsewhere

Fall of the Wall

News
America/Wholey
Motorweek
Movie

Movie: The Case of Figure Skating
the Grimacing Governor

Worlds Funniest
Commercials
Boxing

Law & Order

48 Hours

Roseanne
Ellen
Barbara Walters

News
Jay Leno(10:35)

News
David (10:35)

News
Married . . .(10:35)

Speedweek
SportsCenter

Movie:Sketch Artist
News
Wings
Wings

Night Court
Simon & Simon

Last Days of the
Revolution
Being Served?
Movie

Unsolved Myst.

Star Trek the Next
Generation
Cops
Cops

World of
Discoveries

Movie:Up
Periscope

MON
DAY
JAN. 10, 1994

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Schmidt: Congratulations on
entering I-week. You’ll be a
wonderful Tri-Sig. Have fun this
week. Love, your AGB Shira.
_____________________11/9
GINA BRADY OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA: You’re doing
great this week. Your guardian
angel is looking out for you.
_____________________11/9
JODY MOSCHETTI OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA: GOOD LUCK
THIS
WEEK.
YOUR
GUARDIAN
ANGEL
IS
WATCHING.
_____________________11/9
Christa Cabaray, good luck
kiddo during I-week. I’m watching you! Tau love, Dawn.
_____________________11/9
Christie Kropp of AST:
Congratulations on getting PX.
Dawn and Marci are real proud
of you!
_____________________11/9
Janette Smith of AST: Good
luck during I-week kiddo. Tau
love, Marci.
_____________________11/9
JEFF BURKE: YOUR MOM
LOVES YOU! YOU WILL
MAKE AN AWESOME PIKE
ACTIVE. GOOD LUCK LOVE,
AMY.
_____________________11/9
Hey Sig Nu’s- Get ready for
Friday! It is going to be a blast!!
Love, Jen.
_____________________11/9
PRETTY BOY- SMILE SOMEONE IS THINKING ABOUT
YOU! YOUR HONEY!
_____________________11/9
Tim Simmon-Happy Birthday
Honey! We are going to party
tonight. Love ya, Jen.
_____________________11/9
Rebecca Mills- To my wonderful daughter. Happy Birthday.
Phi Sig love and mine, Kristi.
_____________________11/9
Tanya Mulacek- good luck during I-week. See you Saturday.
Love, your Alpha Gam
Guardian Angel.
_____________________11/9
Erin Carrol of Alpha Gamma
Delta: You have done a great
job pledging. Your guardian
angel is watching over you.
_____________________11/9
ROTARACT
SPAGHETTI
FUNDRAISER- SUNDAY NOV.
13 4-8PM. DELIVERED OR
SIT DOWN DINNER AT STIX
BANQUET FACILITY. LARGE
PLATE OF SPAGHETTI AND
GARLIC BREAD ONLY $3.00.
CALL 232-9232 TO ORDER.
ALL PROCEEDS GO TO EIU
OFFICE OF DISABILITY SERVICES.
____________________11/11
Beth- Happy Birthday, to the
best A-mom. Have fun in the
Bahamas. Sig Kap love, Missy.
_____________________11/9
Lauren Habes- To the best Big
sis. Formal was awesome. Sig
Kap love, Missy.
_____________________11/9
Kelly Wieczorek of Sigma
Kappa. Congrats on being Iweek. I’m so proud of my beautiful A-baby. Sig Kap love, your
A-mom, Julie.
_____________________11/9

Amy
Redshaw...Randy
Hipwell... Pat Scanlan...Angela
Andrys... Kevin Piket... Keith
Ryniak... Deanna Smothers...
Brian McGavock...Nicki Best...
Jill Vieira...Jeff Zilch...Ben
J a n v r i n . . . M a r c y
Benjamin...Trevor Griffin...Beth
Romano...Jason Stipp...John
Hanley...Campus leaders who
perform...Vote Performance.
_____________________11/9
VOTE PERFORMANCE, VOTE
TODAY. VOTE PERFORMANCE. CAMPUS LEADERS
WHO PERFORM... VOTE
PERFORMANCE.
_____________________11/9
Whitty-Thanks for always being
there for me. You’ve helped me
out alot. Sig Kap love, Christa.
_____________________11/9
Gaddini-I am so glad we are
finally related. Thanks for
everything. Your A-baby,
Christa.
_____________________11/9
Steve Jefferson of Lambda Chi
Alpha: Good luck during Iweek, we have to go out soon!
Love, your mom, Jenn.
_____________________11/9
Heather Novak-Congrats on Iweek. I’m so proud of you!
Keep smiling. Sigma Love,
Jenn.
_____________________11/9
Ray Alther of Pi Kappa Alpha:
I’m so proud of you. Keep smiling and remember your mom’s
watching you.
_____________________11/9
Michelle Finch-Wilson: Have a
great week, I’m watching you!
Love, your guardian angel.
_____________________11/9
ROTARACT
SPAGHETTI
FUNDRAISER- SUNDAY NOV.
13 4-8PM. DELIVERED OR
SIT DOWN DINNER AT STIX
BANQUET FACILITY. LARGE
PLATE OF SPAGHETTI AND
GARLIC BREAD ONLY $3.00.
CALL 232-9232 TO ORDER.
ALL PROCEEDS GO TO EIU
OFFICE OF DISABILITY SERVICES.
____________________11/11
Hey Alpha Gams-don’t forget to
vote for student senate.
_____________________11/9
Alpha Gams pledges-only,
three more days to go. Keep up
the great job during I-week.
_____________________11/9
Alpha Gam football. Good luck
this week with Delta Chi
Superbowl. Your great.
_____________________11/9
DARREN WHITE OF DELTA
CHI-Thanks so much for the
popsicles! We love you, Sigma
Man! Love, your girls.
_____________________11/9
Shana Kemper of Sigma Sigma
Sigma- congratulations on getting engaged to Tim Bailey.
Your sisters are so excited for
you!
_____________________11/9
Tri-Sigma New Members: The
most beautiful things in the
world cannot be seen or
touched. They must be felt with
the heart. Love, the actives.
_____________________11/9

DELTA ZETAS: Hold your
heads up proudly and keep
smiling. We’ve all seen how
strong our sisterhood is remember there’s nothing we
can’t accomplish if we stick
together.
_____________________11/9
Kara Hocking of Delta Zeta:
Congratulations on being chosen as November sister of the
month. You’re doing an awesome job as president. Love,
your sisters.
_____________________11/9
Congratulations to the new
delta zeta rho chi’s: Tammy
Nantz, Jackie Bernard, Hilary
Durham, courtney Rakow,
Jennie Scott!!! We’re so proud
of you! Love, your sisters.
_____________________11/9
GOOD LUCKTOAST NEW
MEMBERS DURING I-WEEK.
TAU LOVE, THE ACTIVES.
_____________________11/9
Dianne Schmezal of AST:
Congrats on being Scholar of
the Week. Tau love, your sisters.
_____________________11/9
V
O
T
E
PERFORMANCE...VOTE PERFORMANCE...VOTE PERFORMANCE...VOTE PERFORMANCE...VOTE PERFORMANCE...VOTE PERFORMANCE...VOTE PERFORMANCE.
_____________________11/9
To Wes of Lambda Chi ALphaGood luck with I-week. Your
Alpha Gam mom loves you,
Tracee.
_____________________11/9
Elsa Castillo of Alpha Gamma
Delta- You’re gonna be an awesome active. Your momma and
daddy love you, Tracee, Tony.
_____________________11/9
KERRY POTTS, BECCA
WOLF, AN JEN CANADY:
CONGRATS ON I-WEEK TO
MY SIG KAP FAMILY. YOU’LL
ALL MAKE OUTSTANDING
ACTIVES. SIG KAP LOVE,
COURTNEY.
_____________________11/9
Jenny Kohl, Happy 2 1/2 year
anniversary. It’s been great being
here with you. I love you always.
Love, Al.
______________________11/9
MICHELLE KUNCKLE AND
DENISE BAUER- MOM ONLY
HAS 5 WEEKENDS LEFT AT
EIU. LETS MAKE THIS FORMAL THE BEST, I LOVE YOU
GUYS. LOVE, KELLY.
______________________11/9
DANA
TAYLOR:
CONGRATULATIONS ON WINNING THE SMITH-MERRITT
PUBLIC SPEAKING CONTEST.
FROM THE BODY SHOP AND
MARK’S FITNESS.
______________________11/9
TOM BONINE-Congrats on
entering I-Week. You mommy’s
proud of her baby boy. Love,
Sara.
______________________11/9
Spring-congrats on activation.
I’m so proud of you! DZ love and
mine. mom
______________________11/9

EIU RUGBY FALL ‘94 SEASON IS OVER WITH A
RECORD OF 12-2. WE
WOULD LIKE TO EXTEND
OUR SINCERE GRATITUDE
TO THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE. DR. SCOTT CRAWFORD, MR. MARK HAYNES,
MR. MARK HAYNES, MR.
KEITH KOHANZO, MR. DAVID
MILBERG,
MR.
JOHN
COLLINS, SEAN, PHIL, AND
ALL OUR LOYAL FANS WHO
THROUGH RAIN OR SHINE
CAME OUT TO SUPPORT US
IN OUR TRIUMPHS AN
SOMETIMES
DEFEATS.
FINALLY I WOULD PERSONALLY LIKE TO THANK BALLSY, FARBIO, MURPH, TSCOTT, J-ROUGH, J-RUB,
WALLET, SONY, TIME BOMB,
MOUTH, MATTY, ROB ‘O
FAKER, “Z”, BOZ, BK, NO
NECK, SIDE SHOW, HARKS,
WARRIOR,
LOUFFLER,
HAWS BROTHERS, BASIL
AND EVERYONE ELSE FOR
A FOUR YEAR EXPERIENCE
THAT WILL LAST A LIFETIME.
GOOD LUCK NEXT SEASON.
“PAY YOUR DUES”. RTF.
_____________________11/9
Brittany Bluhm and Lauren
Randolph, I hope my beautiful
A-Babies have a great I-week.
Sig Kap love, Lauren.
_____________________11/9
AMY WEBER, CONGRATS ON
ENTERING I-WEEK. LET’S DO
LUNCH ON FRIDAY. TAU
LOVE, MOM.
_____________________11/9
Tracey Sargent, congrats on
being selected a Rho Chi for
rush next year. We knew you
could do it. Love, Kristin and
Jenny.
_____________________11/9
HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY,
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY, JUST
SPENCE’S 1148 6TH ST.
HELP
US
CELEBRATE
SEVEN YEARS WITH 30%
OFF ALL OPEN TUESDAYSATURDAY 1:20-5:00.
____________________11/10
Loose weight and feel great.
100% natural. Easy to do. Call
Tracie 348-7521.
____________________11/18
JODY MOSCHETTI: congrats
on I-week. I’m son proud of my
kiddo. ALpha Gam love, Gina.
_____________________11/9
LIZ
HOCKMANCONGRATULATIONS ON
ENTERING I-WEEK. YOUR
DOING A GREAT JOB. ALPHA
GAM
LOVE,
YOUR
GUARDIAN ANGEL.
_____________________11/9
Michelle Hayes: Congrats on Iweek, You’re mom is proud of
you! Sigma Love, Schebo.
_____________________11/9
For increased dedication, leadership and PERFORMANCE
within your student government-Vote today.
_____________________11/9
If EIU wants to see things get
done then you need to vote Jen
Law and Angela Andrys into
Student senate.
_____________________11/9

Amy Mayott of Alpha Gamma
Delta: Your guardian angel is
watching over you!
_____________________11/9
Delta Zeta new initiates- congrats on going active! Love,
Critter.
_____________________11/9

The Daily Eastern News is now
accepting Visa or Mastercard
methods of payment. For more
information office hours are
Monday-Friday 8:00-4:30pm in
room 127 of Buzzard Building.
____________________ha00
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EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE
MONEY!
Right?

SO... why not sell your
unwanted items in
The Daily Eastern News
Classified Section!

CAMPUS CLIPS
MODEL ILLINOIS GOVERNMENT meeting will be at 4 p.m. today in
room 210 Coleman Hall.
THE AGENCY MEETING will be at 10 a.m. today in buzzard Building
Mac Lab.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA business meeting will be at 5:30 p.m. tonight
in the Charleston/Mattoon room in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
ASSOCIATION OF HONORS students meeting will be at 7 p.m. tonight
in Phipps Lecture Hall, in the Physical Science building. bring your
canned food.
BOTNEY CLUB SPEAKER, Ken Konsis, will be at 7 p.m. tonight in Life
Science room 205.
MINORITY TEACHERS EDUCATION Association meeting will be at 6
p.m. tonight in Buzzard Building Lounge.
CONSUMER AFFAIRS/ FDS/ dietetics/Hospitality meeting will be at
5:30 p.m. tonight in Klehm Hall room 110 for elections.
PHI GAMMA NU executive board meeting will be at 6 p.m. tonight.
Wear Letters.
WESLEY FOUNDATION WILL hold communion at 9:30 p.m. tonight in
the Wesley United Methodist Chapel.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Wednesday Night Bible Study
will be at 7 p.m. tonight at the Christian Campus House. Call 345-6990
for information.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

DON’T PASS BY
THIS DEAL!
IT'S THE 10 WORDS
FOR $1 DEAL!
The News will run your 10 word
FOR SALE ad for $1* per day

*The 10 words for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than
$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All
items must be priced. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.

Name: _______________________________________
Address: _________________Phone: ______________
Dates to run _______________________

Message: (one word per line)
______

______

______

______ ______

______

______

______

______ ______

Person accepting ad _______________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ___________Compositor__________
No. words/days___________________Amount due:$ _____________

wr ter

The Eastern men s soccer
team s season was abruptly
ended when it lost a firstround match to Central
Connecticut State by a 3-0
score Saturday in the MidContinent Conference tournament in Buffalo N Y
The championship game
featured the top two seeds
in the Mid-Con s Eastern
Division as Central Connecticut played Buffalo The
Bulls were a 4-2 winner
over the Western Division s
No 2 seed – the University
of Missouri-Kansas City
T h e Pa n t h e r s f i n i s h e d
their season with a 11-3-1
r e c o r d T h a t r e c o r d wa s
close to the 1989 team s record that won the confer-

Carving
♣ From Page 12

Carving in his name

was moved to the outside to make room for
Rodney Wilson in the middle
Murray State crushed Eastern 31-10 in
the season opener and that was the end of
that experiment
Carver was moved back to the middle
and the next week he accumulated 31 tackles against the University of Texas-El Paso
– the single-best mark in Panther and
Gateway history
“It was ust one those games ” Carver
said of the UTEP explosion “I ust feel at
home there (middle linebacker) That s
where my assets are utilized the best ”
Carver said that his ability to read and
react to offenses quickly is what makes
him a good linebacker
Eastern linebackers coach Bob Krieger
agreed saying that Carver has tremendous
instincts to get in on every play
“He s an easy player to coach because
he s a student of the game ” Krieger said
“He s got the burning desire to get to the
ball
“He s so tough to block (Blockers) may
get to Tim but they re not going to be there
very long because he gets off blocks very

W th two games rema n ng th s season
Eastern nebacker T m Carver has an outs de
chance to break both the Panthers a t me tack
e record and the Gateway Conference s s ng e
season tack e mark So far th s year Carver has
amassed 144 tack es g v ng h m 392 for h s
three year career
Opponen
o a ack es
Murray S a e
11
Texas E –Paso
31
Lock Haven S
13
Nor hern
no s
23
Sou hwes M ssour
13
Nor hern owa
12
Wes ern
no s
18
nd ana S a e
14
no s S a e
11

Gateway s ng e season
tack e eaders
Ma Sorghan
SWMS 183
James Hous on SWMS 159
T m Carver
Eas ern 144

so os
3
13
5
4
5
12
15
1
8

ass s ed
8
18
8
19
8
–
3
13
3

Eastern a t me tack e
eaders
Je M s
1986 89
T m Lance 1987 90
T m Carver 1992–

426
403
392

well ”
As for the possibilities of a professional
football career Carver said it will not happen
“I m not interested I still have about
two-and-a-half years of school left before I
graduate ” Carver said “I m going to be a
teacher and I m ready to move on to that ”

Spikers
♦ From Page 12
provide the opportunity for the team to
work on fundamentals and to keep them off
of the practice floor
Ralston also said that the extra tournament before the Mid-Continent tourney will
also allow the squad to get some other players some action as well as work on some
different things

Anger
Management
Come learn some better ways to
express needs and solve problems
in a workshop that will show how
conflicts start and how to modify
your behavior so that a simple
discussion doesn’t turn into war.
Larry Stein, Practicum Counselor
The Counseling Center
Jeff Willis, Intern, Coles County
Mental Health Center
Thurs., November 10, 7:00pm
Effingham Room, MLK Union
Sponsored by EIU Counseling Center

Middle hitter Monica Brown suffered
s h o u l d e r s p a s m s m i d way t h r o u g h l a s t
night s match and Ralston said that the
redshirt-freshman is doubtful for this weekend
Also unior outside hitter Amy Poynton
who playedsparingly last night because of a
sprained ankle suffered in the win over
Western is questionable for this weekend
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Spaghetti Special
Every Wednesday
s

liai’

Pag

PIZZA

4’Til 10 P.M.
$1.99 Full Order
With Garlic Bread
$3.14 With Salad

1606 Lincoln Ave.

345-3400

R

By DAN FIELDS

R

R

R

R

Open 5pm -1am
Daily Specials
Fri. 11

R

R

R

Steve the Harp
R

three assists for 17 points
Junior Steve Van Dyke
had four goals on the year
only one down from his five
scores last season But Van
Dyke improved in the assist
category as he recorded
seven this year compared to
last season s two
Mosnia also praised the
efforts of senior co-captain
Robert Tomic
“He did a great ob in his
last year ” said Mosnia of
team s lone senior “He has
worked very hard this season ”
Goaltender Brian Ritschel improved in nearly all
of his categories as well
R i t s ch e l h a d 8 5 s a v e s a gainst 21 goals for a 1 40
goals against average Last
season he recorded 80 saves
and allowed 21 goals for a
1 52 GAA
Mosnia added that he
was pleased with perfor mances this season from
freshman Brian Holcombe
sophomores Greg McDona l d M a r k Va l i n t i s Jo s h
Cournaya Brian Kelly and
Chris Turner and unior
Steve Van Dyke

R

Team takes
positives
from 11-3-1
season finish

ence championship with a
10-2-3 mark
E v e n t h o u g h t h e Pa n thers season didn t last as
long as expected head
c o a c h C i z o M o s n i a wa s
pleased with the performance from his team this
season
“I thought the players did
well enough – I am real
proud of them ” Mosnia
said “I really en oyed myself working with the players ”
Once again Eastern s
leading scorer for the seas o n wa s s o p h o m o r e B r a d
McTighe
The co-captain finished
as the team leader in goals
(10) assists (8) and points
(28) McTighe improved on
his assists from last year
when he tallied three
“Brad McTighe as usual
did a great ob Mosnia said
“He s very consistent and he
worked very hard ”
Freshman Henry Ospina
stayed about even with last
year s totals This season he
had six goals and two
assists for 14 points Last
year he had seven goals and

R

Soccer Panthers pleased
despite unexpected finish

Sta
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EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE
MONEY!
Right?

SO... why not sell your
unwanted items in
The Daily Eastern News
Classified Section!
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At 503 Buchanan
Call Today! 345-4449
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JIMMY JOHN

WANTS
YOUR
BODY
TO HAVE, TO HOLD,
TO LOVE

AND CHERISH
GOURMET SUBS!
JIMMY
JOHN’S
“WE’LL BRING ‘EM TO YA”

345-1075

YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN’S
© COPYRIGHT 1992 JIMMY JOHN’S INC.
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Women s basketball coach John Klein
plans to use a young group in the frontcourt
this season – a group that he feels will
improve as the season progresses
Returning center Missy Beck and sophomore forward Sarah Probst will be oined
this year by freshman center Allison Lee
forward Jaime Eades and forward Barbora
Garbova
Beck who Klein will rely on for her experience averaged 4 3 points per game last
season She also pulled down four boards
per game and blocked 25 shots
Klein said that Probst who improved
throughout the season as well as during the
summer will be playing a key role in the
frontcourt She started all 26 games she
played in last year scoring 6 3 points per
game and averaging 3 9 rebounds per game
The 6-foot-2-inch Garbova from Banska
Bystrica Slavakia will be used as an outside guard on offense as well as her normal
forward position
“We run a motion offense that can allow
(Garbova) to utilize her strengths both

Experienced
† From Page 12
line
“The experience that he gained as a freshman made him a much more accurate ballhandler ” Samuels said “As a result his confidence level will be higher ”
The final player in the frontcourt Samuels
mentioned was 6-foot-5 sophomore Kurt
Comer
The Osgood Ind native scored a team
high 21 points in a 112-82 loss to the Uni-

versity of Maine last season Comer also
made 17 of 18 attempts from the free-throw
line for a 94 percent average
“Kurt Comer gives us size at 6-foot-5 ”
Samuels said “He understands the game
well can play off-guard and has good ballhandling skills ”
When asked how Eastern s frontcourt will
do as a whole this season Samuels replied
“I think they ll fare very well As a unit they
give us a great deal of playing experience ”

Ballard
• From Page 12
new program
“The most attractive part
of the position is the people
I met while interviewing ”
Ballard said “Everyone was
nice – the players faculty
administration (and) Bob
McBee ”
He previously coached
men s soccer for two years
at the University of North
Carolina and at Elon college for 10 years reaching
the playoffs nine times He
coached the women s program at Elon for four years
making the playoffs in all
four seasons and the national semi-finals his last

$3.00 ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM
Movie Hotline 258-8228

two years
Ballard who has taught
physical education and held
various administration obs
in fund raising and public
relations says he en oys
coaching the most and looks
forward to the challenge of
starting a winning tradition
at Eastern
“I want to build a nice
team as quickly as possible ” Ballard said “Coaching on the Division I level
i s s o m e t h i n g I v e a l way s
wanted to do so I am most
appreciative of getting this
opportunity ”
Women s soccer will become an official NCAA sport

at Eastern next season
after playing this year as a
club team for the final time
The women s soccer team
0-7 this season was being
coached by midfielder Betsy
Boudreau Teammate Jen
Montalbano a sophomore
midfielder is excited about
finally getting a head coach
“It s a relief ust to have
some organization because
nobody would show up for
practice ” Montalbano said
“ I t wa s f r u s t r a t i n g ( t h i s
season) because we had
nothing to go by no drills A
new coach will help us with
conditioning and endurance ”

Wednesday at

UB SPECIAL E VENTS P RESENTS
*Rou ette Whee *Craps *B ack Jack
*Money Whee *Chuck o Luck
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By JOHN BATES

inside and outside ” Klein
said “Every game she ll
help us in both areas and
we re going to use her
where we think we can get
the most out of her It will
depend on the type of
defense we re seeing and
w h o s h e s m a t ch e d u p
against ”
Klein expects both Lee
M ssy Beck
and Eades to improve as
the season continues and he will count on
both of them as well as many of the other
freshmen for wins throughout the season
Lee is a 6-foot center from Columbus East
High School in Nashville Ind Eades who
is also 6-feet tall is from Middleton High
School in Wisconsin
Klein has yet to decide which players he
will be starting mainly because he wants to
make sure the lineup he picks will be one
he ll count on for the entire season
“We really try to come up with a lineup
and try to be consistent with it so the people playing off the bench know their roles
and how to prepare from game to game ”
Klein said
But no matter who starts the other players will not be forgotten
“We have not come up with a starting
lineup yet but we re not too concerned
about it yet ” Klein said “They re all going
to play the same amount of time No matter
who wins we re not going to win without
those (players) coming off the bench ”

C

Returners Probst,
Beck to be counted
on for leadership

B
J la
a
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Youth should be served
in Lady Panther frontcourt

Casino Nite

S ATURDAY, NOV. 12
9 PM-1AM
FREE
FREE
G RAND B ALLROOM
M ARTIN L UTHER K ING U NIVERSITY U NION

$

$

Win
Money & Prizes!
“play”
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UB COMEDY PRESENTS:

Comedian

ELON GOLD
Thursday,
Nov. 10 - 8 p.m.
in the
Rathskeller

$1 w/ID
$3 general
Public
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THE ONLY WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

FREE BREADSTICKS WITH ANY
LARGE CHEESE PIZZA $5.99
+tax
• or •
X LARGE CHEESE
PIZZA $9.99
+tax

348-5454

IAIN
MATTHEWS
singer-songwriter

Saturday, November 12
9pm in the Rathskeller
$1.00

S TUDENTS $3.00 G ENERAL P UBLIC

Frankenstien(R)
5:00, 7:00
Exit to Eden (PG)
4:45, 7:15

Love Affair (PG-13)
5:00, 7:30
Forrest Gump (PG-13)
4:30, 7:15
Little Giants (PG)
4:45, 7:00

$1.75

• 345-9222
Forrest Gump (PG-13)
7:00, 9:45

The Puppet Masters (R)
7:15, 9:30

Steak Sandwich

w/cheese & bacon on
garlic bread w/fries $349
$3 Pitchers

Icehouse & Lite
Tonite: Mozzarella Sticks

*34

RELEASED ALBUMS

*AUSTIN C HRONICLE C ONCLUDES,
“We

should all find our
maturity with such grace
and power.”
UNIVERSITY
BOARD
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS
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Ballard gets the call for women’s soccer
By ANTHONY NASELLA
Sta

wr ter

The Eastern women s soccer club
slated to be an NCAA intercollegiate sport this fall needed a coach
And now the Lady Panthers have
their man
Athletic Director Bob McBee announced Tuesday that Steve Ballard men s and women s soccer
coach at Averett College in Virginia has been named the first women s soccer coach in Eastern s 100year history

Breaks ground as first coach
in Eastern history for new sport
“Steve has a distinguished record
as a successful collegiate soccer
coach ” McBee said “He started the
women s program at Elon (College)
and quickly developed it into a contender on the national level
“He is exceptionally strong in
fundamentals which made him a
very viable candidate to start a new

program ” McBee said “Steve s a
very personable young man It s a
good fit for him and Eastern Illinois
University ”
Ballard was hired ahead of Scott
Forester women s soccer coach at
Kalamazoo Junior College in Kalamazoo Mich Thomas E Piccirillo
women s soccer coach at Tiffin Uni-

Spikers Carving ‘em up
chop up Carver a solid force in
Indiana Eastern gridder lineup
State
By PAUL DEMPSEY

Assoc ate sports ed tor

By TIM BROZENEC
Sta

wr ter

In a nonconference contest in Terre Haute against
Indiana State Tuesday the
Kaaryn Sadler and Vanessa
Wells-led volleyball Lady
Panthers continued their
winning ways in a 15-11 155 13-15 and 16-14 final
In improving its season
record to 15-13 Eastern
used a stellar defensive effort by Wells (33 digs) and
the usual powerful offensive
output by Sadler (24 kills)
to overpower the Lady Sycamores
The 33 digs were a careerhigh for Wells and Sadler s
performance was her eighth
20-kill match this season
which is the second highest
amount of reaching that
plateau ever in the country
The NCAA record is nine
The duo combined for 37
of Eastern s 59 kills and 57
of the team s 111 digs And
setter Kara Harper recorded
50 more assists to add to
her freshman record total
Indiana State was led by
Jessica Barkman (17 kills)
and Stacy Stanton (24 digs)
Its record dropped to 11-18
overall including losses in
12 of its last 13 matches
“It was a strange match ”
said Lady Panther coach
Betty Ralston “Indiana
State had some very skilled
players but they didn t play
well as a team It took us a
while to get used to that
but we ll take the win ”
The game bore no weight
on the Mid-Continent Conference Western division
standings which Eastern
clinched Saturday by beating Western The Western
victory gave the Lady Panthers nine consecutive conference wins and the right
to host the conference tournament
Ralston said Sunday that
the Indiana State game and
this weekend s Southeast
Missouri Tournament would

♦ See SPIKERS Page 10

He stands 6-feet tall and
weighs ust 190 pounds
Add an abundance of
poofy curly black hair and
a person might take one
look at him and not consider him to be a force on the
football field
But try and move the
ball through the middle of
the field or any part of the
field for that matter and
this middle linebacker will
eat you alive
Tim Carver has exemplified all that is expected of
an Eastern Illinois athlete
in his three years on the
Panther football team
Carver led the Panthers
in tackles the past two
seasons and is well on his
way to accomplishing that
feat again this year
He currently holds a 3 9
cumulative grade point average and is ust 34 tackles away from becoming
the all-time tackling leader in Eastern football history
Was it mentioned that
he is only a unior?
Carver said that while
breaking records is nice
the past two weeks of winning is what he really
wa n t s t o b e a s s o c i a t e d
with
“I wouldn t be honest
with you if I told you I

didn t think about (records) ” Carver said “But
it s such a great feeling
now after getting two wins
in a row
“ ( Wi n n i n g ) i s w h a t I
want to be known for ”
The Des Moines Iowa
native had a stellar season
as a true freshman on the
Panther squad two years
ago While playing in 10 of
11 games he amassed 110
t a ck l e s t h e b e s t o n t h e
team In fact it was the
first time in school history
that a freshman led the
team in tackles
But ust because he
played well did not mean
he was spared the traditional rookie treatment
“I got nicknames They
called me Harpo because
my hair was really long
and curly ” Carver said
“There wasn t an automatic anything for me ”
As a freshman Carver
said he learned a lot from
s e n i o r s Jo h n Va k o s a n d
the late Dan Dee who was
killed earlier this year in
an auto accident
The help must have paid
off as Carver recorded 138
tackles as a sophomore
This year Carver is having another tremendous
season but it did not start
out as well as he would
have liked
In the preseason Carver
♣ See CARVING Page 10

versity in Ohio and Brian Wiesner
women s soccer coach at California
State Polytechnic University-Pomona
Ballard has coached Averett s
men s program for the past 14 seasons and the women s program for
the past six seasons Ballard s overall women s record is 40-25-1 and
the men s is 136-105-14
“I think it s a great situation at
Eastern ” Ballard said “I m excited
to get in on the ground floor of a
• See BALLARD Page 11

in the middle

JOHN COX/Sta photographer

Panther m dd e nebacker T m Carver here go ng through a
dr n pract ce Tuesday has done t a on and off the f e d
ead ng the team n tack es and accumu at ng a 3 9 GPA

Experienced guards a plus for Panthers
Landrus, Hernandez
to lead the way in
Eastern backcourt
By DAN FIELDS
Sta

wr ter

Men s basketball coach Rick Samuels is confident with his frontcourt
players for the 1994-95 season and he
has reason to be
Senior Derrick Landrus and unior
Johnny Hernandez both three-year
starters for the Panthers are two key
returnees for Eastern s backcourt this
season

“They re playing with a lot of experience ” Samuels said “In those two
w e h av e v e r y a t h l e t i c a n d s k i l l e d
players ”
Landrus along with forward Louis
Jordan led the team in scoring with
12 points a game last season The
Charleston native also averaged 2 4
boards a contest shot 77 percent from
the free throw line and led the team
in three-point percentage (38 percent)
and assists (186)
Hernandez averaged 5 2 points and
2 5 rebounds last season while shooting 38 percent from the field The
Rockford native also made 30 out of
108 attempts from three-point range –
good enough for a 31 percent average

•Women s basketba team to
re y on youth n frontcourt th s
year. Page 11
Another key player that Samuels
sees as an important piece to the puzzle is sophomore Johnny Moore
“(He s) a player with excellent penetrational skills and he s an extremely
athletic young man ” Samuels said
“We ve seen dramatic improvement in
him ”
I n h i s f i r s t y e a r a s a Pa n t h e r
Moore shot 38 percent from the field
and 71 percent from the free-throw
† See EXPERIENCED Page 11

